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THE WOOS TERj) VOICE
Two groups of COW

students assaulted
AMY HOLLANDER
Assistant Editor
Wooster townspeople assaulted
two groups of Wooster students
this past Saturday in two individual incidents.
A large group of students was
walking down East University Avenue between College and Beall
Streets when a person
nied by 4 to 6 other townspeople
reportedly shouted to them, "What
did you say?"
One of the Wooster students replied, "nothing" and was verbally
abused by a man wearing a
and shorts.
A second Wooster student suggested that both groups relax and
back off and the groups separated.
However, the townspeople followed the college students, and a
few seconds later, a Wooster student received a tap on the shoulder.
College security indicated that
the next thing he remembered was
waxing up in nygeia wiin cuts on
his check and above his eye. The
student claims that friends took
him to the hospital but apparently
security did. He lost conscious

Yvonne Williams named Dean of
Faculty for next four year term

ness during the incident
A full police report concerning
the incident was not filed.
In the second incident that evening, three College students and
f m Jfi
.V;.
two Wooster citizens' were assaulted outside of Babcock Hall by
townspeople around 9 p.m.
A small truck passed the students and their friends and the driver shouted a comment out the window. A student responded in an
attempt to diffuse the situation and
the truck pulled into Babcock's circular driveway.
Two of the three occupants
jumped out of the truck and one
made threatening remarks. When a
student responded, "relax," the local grabbed him by the hair and
punched him in the side of the
head. The townspeople also hit
another man in the arm and licked
one of the women's faces. The two
men then jumped back into the
truck.
As the truck was pulling away,
they hurled a bottle at the ground
Dr. Yvonne Williams will be replacing Glenn Bucher in
and shouted,
The three students have notified
lected as the new Dean of Faculty,
SHIREEN BEHZADI
Campus Security and the Wooster
Williams said, "It's a good feeling
City Police.
News and Feature Editor
to know one's peers approve of
reone and that they validate the Preswill
be
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She also believes that her role
The installation of the system make nominations to President
will require the recabling of the en- Copeland as to who they think will include being an "advocate for
tire campus, and trenching is to would be appropriate to serve in faculty concerns within the framebegin after commencement If the the office. The final choice is work of that cooperative effort,"
project continues according to made by the President, but the fa- and realizing that "the administraplan, all students can expect to see culty must approve of his choice tive priorities differ from faculty
concerns." Finally, she will have
a phone in their room when they by a majority vote.
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2 million phone
system to be installed
1

DAVE GREEN
Staff Writer
Although the details of the deal
remain sketchy at this point, the
College has been making progress,
operating within an extremely
tight schedule, in its plan to overhaul the campus telephone system.
The current plan calls for having a
telephone in each student's room
(includes all small houses and residence halls) by August IS. Wagner, Armington, and Holden still
need to be wired for the system,
and Kenarden has been partially
wired.
The College has hired the cona
sulting firm of
group which has advised other colleges, to offer guidance concerning
Ersten-Whinne-
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June as Dean of Faculty.
Williams stated that another one

of her goals for the next four years
will be to strengthen the First-YeSeminar Program and to
maintain the level of excellence of
the Forum Series. Williams said
that it is important to constantly
reevaluate this program in order for
it to run the way it should. When
asked if the Black Studies program
will become an important part of
her term, she replied that "Black
ar

see Williams: page 4
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Letters to the editor
Eradicating racism:

Pur day responds

To the Editor
The fact that students and administration are currently at odds concerning an issue which demands
unity in the college community is
deplorable. If we are to eradicate
racism on campus, we must work
together and not against each other. It is my fervent hope that this
most recent lamentable incident
will be resolved firmly, fairly, and
promptly.
We will not make progress,
however, if we regard this as a single, isolated incident There are
strong indications that racial tensions are approaching critical
points in many areas of the United
States. Colleges like Wooster
will not be immune from the contagion of racism. On the contrary,
college campuses will very likely
provide a fertile breeding ground
for open manifestation of racist attitudes. Many white students arrive at college with very little
awareness and understanding of racial problems. They have been
housing
brought up in
attended
have
and
areas
schools. They have had very little
contact with black people. They
do not know how they should interact with black students. They
do not understand either the dimensions of racism or what constitutes
racist behavior.
Some liberal arts colleges are
making strong efforts to combat
racism on their campuses. Awareness programs have been started
and some of the more progressive
colleges have implemented courses
which address specifically contem
all-whi-

te

all-whi-

te

porary social problems, such as racism, sexism, drugs, AIDS, etc.
There seems to me to be no valid
reason why the College of Wooster cannot establish a course of this
type and make it a compulsory requirement for all students in their
first year.
In 1963, Martin Luther King, Jr.
eloquently explained to the country
"Why We Can't Wait." That same
sentiment is now being voiced by

the

College

of Wooster's

"concerned students," who are to
be commended for their sensible
and responsible approach to this
problem.
Yours sincerely,
Richard Purday

Assistant Professor,
Department of History

Racism solutions:

Brucken suggests

Dear Editor,
I am writing out of deep concern
for events of the past week and
how they reflect upon the current
administration. The most glaring
shortcoming arising out of the incident of February 19 involving a
College employee was the lack of
strong decisive leadership. Why
wasn't the security man involved
immediately suspended pending the
outcome of an official investigation?
It was only after students broke
the story that pressure was exerted,
and a resignation was on paper.
The whole process took nearly a
month or two weeks plus spring
break. Two weeks of inaction, of
silence. The system failed, not
only established procedures, but

Editor's Remarks

the system of education designed
to overcome ignorant stereotypes
showed its inadequacies, and how
far we have to go to eradicate racism.
Lest anyone think this was an
isolated incident, another act was
committed within a week, in the
form of a death threat against a
prominent black student on campus. While the administration
ponders a response, I and other
members of Dream House have
spent the week in search of information on minority recruitment,
enrollment, and retention of students and faculty. It would be an
understatement to remark that the
data requested has been given to us
hesitantly, often only after questioning our motives behind the
query.
This cannot continue; either the
information is there or it is not,
and if it is not readily accessible,
what are we to learn from this?
How can the College improve its
sensitivity to minority concerns if
trends showing retention to be a
continuing problem are not on
file, let alone analyzed?
We as students have shown in the
past two weeks that we will not
stand still when confronted with
injustice and hatred. Just as our
past actions have brought minority
issues to the forefront, so our future actions will judge our effectiveness in promoting structural
changes we now seek. If the administration is slow to respond, it
is up to us to take the leadership
in this fight, to lead the Racism
Policy Statement in the Scot's
Key to fruition: "It is the goal of
the College to eliminate all manifestations of racism from the cam-se- e
Letters: page 9
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I am currently applying for the position of editor of next year's
Voice. Below is a statement which should make the readers aware of
my plans for next year's paper, if I am selected as editor. If you have
further concerns, please feel free to come and talk with me.
The Voice makes a very powerful statement to the campus commu
nity at Wooster. Our subscriptions to parents have increasea, as nas
student interest in the paper. This latter statement is evidenced by
the speed with which students take the paper from the stands, and
number of letters to the editor we have had responding to various articles and concerns on campus.
With articles like "SGA Challenges Copeland's Decisions and with
the one page spreads on campus crime, pledging, and AIDS, the paper
has tackled a number of "touchy" issues with as much variety of angles as possible. This allows students to get perspectives which vary
from their own on the concerns which have engrossed the campus at
large this semester.
Beyond this, there is still a lot of work to do with the paper in the
While we have gotten the production down to a
upcoming years.
routine as far as deadlines. I want to work toward smoothing this process out. I have implemented a number of logues and signup sheets
to increase efficiency which will not only cut down on errors in the
paper, but also on the time it takes to do various tasks on the paper.
Also. I hope to be able to have more seminars to help develop staffers' skills, as well as a sense of team effort. It is my plan to design a
manual for the Voice editorial staff on the Macintosh. This will set
up changeable guidelines that future Voice editors may use, and
should ideally make editor transitions more expedient and less stressful. It should also help to establish a constancy to the Voice in the
years to come.
Finally, Amy and I plan to restructure advertising. This restructurI
ing will involve an increase in staff participants and productivity.
am pleased with the work that the staff of the Voice has done on the
paper this year, and I hope to have the chance to work with this
group next year to take the paper even further.
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The Wooster Voict is published weekly during the academic year except during examination
periods by the stud ems of the College of Wooster.
Ictus to the editor which do not exceed 300 words. LetWe welcome all typed. double-space- d
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for fire department computer
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-chi-ef

Beta Kappa Phi is sponsoring a
run to raise money for the Wooster
Township Fire Department on
April 9 at 10 a.m. The money
will be used to purchase a new
computer system for the fire de-

partment
The Betas plan to collect money
for the computer system in two

ways. They will have a table set
up in Lowry the Thursday, Friday
and Saturday before the run (April
6, 7, and 8), and will be asking for
$1 donations from students.
Also they have sent letters to
major organizations around the
Wooster Community asking for
donations.
The Betas will run 37 miles in
legs and Parker Thomas, a member
of the committee which organized

the event, says that the plan is for
"all of the Betas to participate."
They will start the run at the
Wooster Township Fire Department and run to two other fire departments in the areas surrounding
Wooster.
This computer system will keep
a schematic of all buildings in the
area which will provide members
see

Betas: page 4

pro-choi- ce

students nationwide.
The Womens' Resource Center
is organizing Wooster students to
get ready to join the Akron Chapter of the National Organization
for Women (NOW) for the march
next weekend. Wooster is one of
many colleges and high schools
nationwide that is showing a significant response in organizing its
student body to participate in this
important event. The march is en- -

SHIREEN BEHZADI
an1

nhm

JIAttnr

On April 9 in Washington hundreds of thousands of feminists,
civil rights, union, and religious
activists will be marching to show
their support for a woman's right
to safe and legal birth control and
abortion. Among these marchers
will be College of Wooster stu- dents, along with other college

Spanish symposium honors
Antonio Machado
Thursday through Saturday,
April 13 - 15, the College of
Wooster will host a Symposium
in honor of the twentieth century
Spanish poet Antonio Machado
and other authors of the
Generation of 1898. The symposium, titled "Diveragencias y
Perspectives sobre Antonio
Machado y otros escritores del
"98," commemorates the 50th. year
anniversary of Machado's death
so-call- ed

uni-da- d:

Woosters Symposium, directed by Professor of
(1875-1939- ).

Wooster students plan participation
march
in Washington
XTon.

NEWS Page 3
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titled March for Women's EqualityWomen's Lives.
Karen Shelby, Kate Wolfe, and
Carrie Stavrakos are the three main
student organizers for the campus.
Shelby commented that this march
is important in order to "support
Roe vs. Wade as it stands now.
We don't want it to be overturned
in June. We are concerned with
see March: page 4

Mime m

Spanish John Gabriele, is sponsored by the Department of Spanish and Italian, Programas de Estu-diHispanicos en Cordoba
(PRESHCO) and the Cultural
os

Events Committee. Some 50
from universities in the
USA, Puerto Rico, and Spain will
visit our campus during the three-da- y
period to read scholarly papers
of varying topics and themes on
Machado's work and that of other
writers of his generation. Papers
will be given in Spanish and English. Professors E. Inman Fox of
Northwestern University and
Ciplijauskaite of the University of Wisconsin will deliver keynote addresses. The program also
includes two roundtable discussions: "Noventayochismo in the
Context of Twentieth Century Eu- His-panis-

Bi-ru- te

see Machado: page 4

In the news...
YALMAN ONARAN
Series Writer

-

Elections in Soviet Union
deal a mortifying blow to
the communist party: In

the most open elections since 1917, the Soviet voters dealt a big
blow to the party by electing opposing independents. Senior party officials, including top ones like the Moscow mayor and other communist party leaders in Leningrad and Kiev, were defeated surprisingly in
last week's elections. The election news was not highlighted in the
Soviet official press; only small headlines were given.
Largest U.S. tanker spill in Alaska: The Exxon Valdez, a
U.S. tanker carrying 1.26 million barrels of oil, ran aground and ruptured in southern Alaska. The accident spilled 240,000 barrels into
the Gulf of Alaska. The cleanup has been hampered by high winds
the last three days. Environmentalists are worried about the effects of
the spill on the area which is rich in marine life.
P.L.O. refuses to halt uprising: After its first formal contact
with the U.S. government, the Palestine Liberation Organization red
jected the U.S. proposal to halt the violent uprising in
biterritories. The P.L.O. acknowledged the importance of
lateral meetings between the parties involved in the conflict and stated
stand on a conference sponsored by the United Natheir
tions.
Bush and Congress sign policy accord on aid to Contras:
Breaking far apart from the Reagan's policy on Latin America, the
Bush administration passed a bipartisan agreement on the Nicaraguan
Contras last week. Outlined by the administration, the new approach
is not "to order the politics of Nicaragua," but to lead the Nicaraguan
government gently toward democracy. Five days after the signing of
the agreement, the Bush administration decided to encourage the Contras to return home for elections.
Designated successor to Khomeini is forced to resign in
Iran: Ayatollah Khomeini has ousted his designated heir apparent,
Ali Montazeri, in a most surprising rearrangement of Iran's theocratic
leadership. The change showed Khomeini's rejection of greater political tolerance within Iran. Montazeri has been an advocate of civil
rights in Iran.
House backs increase in minimum wage: House of Representatives approved a legislation to raise the minimum wage to $4.55
an hour from $3.55, the first increase in eight years. The vote,
was short of the 23 majority that is needed to override a Presidential veto. The buying power of the minimum wage has been decreasing since 1980. ,
Israeli-occupie-
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North's defense asks court to call Reagan as witness:

1,

North's defense attorneys have asked the court to compel former president Ronald Reagan to appear as a witness. No action on the motion
has come yet, but the Justice Department has filed a motion with the
judge to kill the subpoena.
Compiled from The New York Times.
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Murray and Yard speak on "Nation's Social Agenda"
Charles

J

.

Murray (left),

a

social and research scientist
and author, focused on the

topics of government and
to address the
state law
topic of "Leadership and the
Nation's Agenda."

v
'I

Yard (right), the
president of the National
Organization of Women,
spoke of the "war delared on
women of the United
States." that the abortion
issue has raised.
Molly

1

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Molly Yard, president of the Na-

tional Organization for Women,
and Charles Murray, a social and
research scientist and author spoke
on "Leadership and the Nation's
Social Agenda" to a packed Lean
Lecture Room.
Yard spoke first on her own history, and the history of other important women. She quickly
moved on, however, to what she
sees as "the war declared on women of the United States" by the
Reagan-Bus- h
administration when

iil

I

'

aa--

.

)

:

:-;-

y
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Mke Pepper

they decided "to argue against Roe
vs. Wade."
She then addressed the history of

for the better of the country," and
that the "global problem" that

America should be addressing incontraception, which was made levolves helping "to bring the rest
gal only to married couples in of the world into a more generous
1965, and finally to the rest of the
way of living," Yard also urged
population in 1972. She also disthe audience to attend the march
cussed the fact that 90 of all for women's right in Washington,
abortions occur "in the first 8 to saying that it will be the "largest
12 weeks when the fetus is only 2
march for women's rights made by
inches long."
women and men in this country
Yard said that by outlawing ever."
abortion, the current administraYard received a standing ovation
tion would be "forcing the minorifor her speech.
ty view on the majority."
s Murray, on the other hand, foShe also said that "women, with cused on "state and government
cooperation of men, are working law" through a series of compari

sons and analogies.
He compared a woman's right to
have an abortion with a business's
right to set wages for its workers
at the level it deemed appropriate,
arguing that the minimum wage
denied business owners a choice.
He went on to say that the several child care laws currently up for
Congress's consideration were similar to what had happened with education. People who did not use
day care would pay for those who
did, just as people who did not
have children in the public school
system would pay for those who

Murray made another argument,
as a solution to the problem of
crime in the "inner-city-"
that if a
criminal were tried by a true jury
of his or her peers, this criminal
should be tried by a group of peok
ple who lived within a
radius of his dwelling. Murray
argued this because such a group
of jurors were living the experience that he was violating, and
that this was better than outsiders
coming in and deciding what was
right for a crime with which they
had no understanding or involvement.
four-bloc-

did.

1

ed to Wooster to help put the

March from page 3
the passage of the Equal Rights
Movement." Roe vs. Wade made
abortion legal for women. The
purpose of this march is to reinforce this law.
Presently there are over 70 women and men from Wooster signed
up to participate in the march on
April 9; buses will pick students
up in Wooster. The cost to go on
the march is $30.. This cost will
to and
pay
.
--The march: will take
plaSfrG4T(42 noon uiltit 5 rxm.
Sunday afternoon.
Information about the march can
be received from Karen Shelby,
Kate Wolfe, or Carrie Stavrakos.
The $30 is due by this Monday for
all those interested in participating. There is a meeting concerning the march at 6 p.m. on Monday; signs will be up telling the
meeting's location.
for-the-transporta-

tion

from-Akron-

Betas from page 3
of the department with prior
knowledge of where gas and water

says, laughing, that the "residents
of Holden should be particularly
grateful for such a system."
The plan is to make it an annual
run, though Thomas says that they
will have to see how well
goes. The Betas hope
students are willing to contribute
to this worthy cause.

mains are, building floor plans,
and occupancy levels at various
times during the day, among other
things.
In the past the Betas have participated in their annual Heart Fund
Run, but they decided in favor of a
run to support a cause more localfrom page 3
ly based for the Wooster commuropean Thought" and "Translating
nity.
The Betas picked the Wooster Machado." The scholarly papers
Township Fire Department for a focus on a wide range of themes
number of reasons. They carefully and topics including rhetoric, revichecked to make sure that no other sionism, intertextuality, the fecampus organizations were already male archetype in Spanish literature, negative theology, narrative
working with the Wooster Townvoice,
poetic closure, epic theatre,
so
there
ship Fire Department
demythification,
overlap
theosofy, and hiswould not be a conflict or
with other College organizations' torical dialectics. Gabriele will
activities. Also they feel the serve as editor of the selected procause is worthy, and the plans for ceedings of the Symposium to be
the computer seem good. Thomas published ia Spain later this year.
fund-collecti-

Machado

ng

Williams

from page

Black Studies program in place.
Her job was to organize the curriculum in the Black Studies department and to unify what was already present at the College. Before Williams came, there were
just a few select Black Studies
courses taught at Wooster. The
courses were in various departments, so it was Williams' job to
organize the courses into their own

1

Studies will not be of any more
importance than Religious Studies
were during Dean Bucher's term or
than Classical Studies were during
Dr. Holliday's term." Williams
also wants to "try to determine
what her colleagues feel need to
be accomplished" during her term.
Williams is excited to start her
new position in Woosters faculty.
She emphasized her feelings about
being a part of the College of
Wooster when she said, "it is very
exciting' to be a part of a liberal
arts college. The whole ambience
is a more salient one than in other
institutions." Although she does
not have any definite plans as to
what her four-yeterm will entail,
she is confident to take over Dean
Bucher's position this Fall.
Williams first came to the College of Wooster campus in 1973
when she was offered a teaching
position, here. iShe had been jnvit

department.

ar

,

After the 1973-7- 4 academic year,
Williams returned to school to receive her doctorate from Case
Western Reserve University. Williams received her undergraduate
degree in Political Science from
Penn State and received her MA
in Public Administration from the
University of Connecticut. She
also attended one year of Law
School at Harvard.
Williams joined the College of
Wooster faculty in 1978 when she
was invited to return and teach
.. t
here.
r-

.
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India Sub - Continent Week
comes to Wooster
KHALID SHERDEL
Staff Writer

uHvMI

I

Pearsall and Dilyard run
in New York Times

Fir

1

:,

The Wooster India Subcontinent Committee is holding

ALLIE KULOW

Staff Writer
The College of Wooster received
publicity on Monday, March 27,
when The New York Times ran an
article on the Independent Study recently completed by the seniors.
The article was written by College
of Wooster senior Shelley Pear.

Week from
Indian
Sunday April 2 to Sunday April 9,
1989. Programs related to the cultures of India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and Srilanka are being organized by College of Wooster students as well as by the local South
Asian community in Wooster.
The objective of this week is to
cultures to
expose the South-Asia- n
the general student body at the
College.
The first item of the week is the
Cricket Match between old rivals
India Week will run from Sunday April 2 to April 6. The
is
match
This
India and Pakistan.
Committee has planned a week of
India
Soccer
Practice
to be played at the
activities to expose cultures of South Asia.
Field at 11 a.m on April 2. This
Cricket Match is arranged in conjunction with the Wooster Cricket
Club and is expected to draw large
crowds from the town as well as
the College. The match will last
until dinner.
Two movies will also be shown
'during the week. The first is a
documentary film on South Asia,
which will be shown on April 6,
at 7 p.m, in Lowry Center. The
second is a traditional Indian movie which will be shown on April
8, at 11 p.m in Babcock Basement.
On April 3 at 7 p.m in Lowry
Center, the local Indian Community will perform Tooja; the traditional Indian Worship. This function will be followed by the Muslim Wedding and the traditional
Pakistani Dance by College students. "The colorful and exciting
Muslim Wedding will present a
good opportunity for Wooster students to discover how unique and
interesting the ceremonies of
South Asia ari," said Razeshta
awareness of India throughout
Sethna, a member of the Indian Students will be promoting
Week include a
Committee. The next week. Events planned during India
Muslim wedding and a dinner.
Wedding will include the Pakistani cricket match, movies, a
Dance, which will be performed by
the Bazaar crowd will make the Dinner on April 9, at 5:30 pjn, in
students.
India
students feel as if they are in a real Mackey Hall. Tickets of $4.00
Other classical dances of
by students and
will be held on April 4, at 7 p.m, Indian Bazaar, an experience which will be required
by others.
$6.00
of
and
children
again."
in Lowry Center. In addition, a they may never simulate
Wes-kya- n
variety of
a
have
will
dinner
The
Dr. Blake Michael of Ohio
professional musical group,
will be atand
dishes
lecIndian
native
University will deliver a
'Shruti,' will perform on April 8,
of
large
number
a
tended by
ture on "Resurgent Islam: Fanatiat 7:30 p.m, in Lowry Center.
Amongst the other events is the cism or Faith" on April 5 at 7:30 Wooster town residents.
Mr. Afshad Irani, Chairperson of
South Asian Paraphernalia, which pjn, in Mateer Hall. It is expected that he will also speak about Wooster's India
will include Indian music, a fashMr. Salman Rushdie's book The Committee has said that each
This
ion show and a comedy skit
member of the committee is workParaphernalia will be held on April Satanic Verses. The host Profesing
Wooster
hisher best in order to make
College
of
7 at 7 p.m. Lowry Center. On the sor from the
week successful. He hopes
who
is
Harris,
the
Ishwar
will be Dr.
following day at 11 am, the LowPattern-in-Chithe general student body will
the
that
of
also the
ry Pit will be converted into a typhelp contribute to this success by
Committee.
ical Indian Bazaar. According to
Week attending the programs.
The India
Paresh Soni, Coordinator Indian
Bazaar, "the diversity of shops and will come to an end after the India
Sub-Contine-
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Jeff Hanna, the head of College
Relations, which deals with News
Services, Sports Information and
publications such as the alumni
magazine, was the connection between Pearsall and the Times.
Hanna discovered the section entitled "Campus Life" in the Times
three weeks after it first ran, only
five weeks ago. This section covers interesting, amusing and controversial articles about colleges
around the United States. Hanna

nt

o
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PAUL BELLIS
Staff Writer

Bookstore selected
to host booksellers

ent

ef

Sub-Contine- nt
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sian Church by Rachmaninoff and

Tzchesnakov; and three songs on
Shakespearean texts by Ralph
Vaughn Williams. This will be an
will
be
The Wooster Chorus
presenting a performance of sacred especially memorable performance
and secular music at their Spring for the Chorus, as it is celebrating
Concert on Sunday, April 2, at 4 its 25th anniversary season.
The Wooster Chorus is under the
p.m. in Gault Recital Hall. Some
highlights of .their concert include: direction of John M. Russell, as'Renaissance anthems and motets sociate professor of music. The
by Thomas Wee Ikes, William Chorus exemplifies a high level of
Byrd, and Volkmar Leisring; two
see Concert: page 6
pieces from the liturgy of the Rus- -

ifO

Sub-Contine-

see NY Times: page 6

Wooster Chorus to
perform on Sunday

:LX& 0U

if

believes that "Campus Life" is a
"wonderful vehicle for colleges."
In the first few weeks of its existence, Hanna noticed, that the colleges covered were mostly large
ones from the New York area.
Thinking that the I.S. parade
would be a good story, Hanna contacted the editor and told him about
the parade. The editor liked it and
told Hanna that "Campus Life" is
written entirely by campus correspondents Hanna asked Pearsall,
who writes for the alumni magazine, if she would do the article.
Pearsall agreed and wrote the article by the Wednesday after the
parade. Hanna said that Pearsall
had a "mortal fear of having to dictate" her story over the phone.
However, to meet the deadline,
Pearsall faced her fear and phoned

nt

.

,

On Wednesday, April 5, the
Florence O. Wilson Bookstore
will host a group of booksellers
from the Booksellers' Association
of Great Britain and Ireland. The
six visitors are in the United
States visiting several college and
university bookstores and publishers. After visiting Wooster the
group is on to Oberlin to tour the
operations and facilities of the National Association of College
Stores. They conclude their American visit attending the National
Association of College Stores Annual Meeting and Campus Market
Expo in Baltimore.
The visit to the Wilson Bookstore is indeed an honor as the
booksellers will visit only three
college stores during the visit The
other two stores selected are the
Harvard Co-o- p Bookstore and the
Boston University Bookstore. The
Wilson Bookstore represents the
only small college full service

store on the tour.
Ed Runser, CSP, Manager of the
Wilson Bookstore, stated: "It is indeed an honor to be selected to
host the visiting booksellers from
England. I am pleased to be placed
in the caliber of stores such as the
The Harvard CoHarvard
op Bookstore is the largest college
or university bookstore operation
in the United States.
The Florence O. Wilson Bookstore is a full service bookrtore
stocking over 5000 general took
titles, school supplies, and Woostr
er emblematic items. It is. located
in Lowry Center on the campus of
the College of Wooster. The bookstore hours are 8:30 a.m. - 5 pjn.
Monday thru Thursday, 9 a.m. 4
pjn. Friday and Saturday.
The College faculty, students
and staff are welcome for "high
tea" with the visiting booksellers
between 9:30 a.m. and 1 1 a.m.
.

Co-op- ."
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Committees discuss proposals for judicial revisions
mm

charged they need to have a different group to hear the case.

PAULINE ACH
Staff Writer

Proposed revisions include
changing the name of the Dean's
Hearing since it is not comprised
of only deans and having the

Campus Council held two forums in the pit this past week to
discuss proposed changes in the judicial system. CJR and the Judicial Board Commission of Inquiry submitted proposals for approval by Council and sent representatives to the forum.
The main points of discussion
were' Dean's Hearings, a required
statement from the accused to the
accuser, a friend's presence at .a
hearing, confidentiality and the
right of the College to hear highly
sensitive cases.
The Coalition for Judicial Revision feels that Dean's Hearings
should be eliminated because "the
deans don't have to live with us."
CJR members argue that a student
is more likely to know and understand the needs of other students
than a faculty or staff member.
The Commission of Inquiry
feels that Dean's Hearings should
remain because "they provide an
attractive other option for someone
who does not feel they will get a
fair trial by their peers" because of
their relationship with one of the
members of the Judicial Board.
is
Also, if a member of
"

Chi

Dean's Hearing only be an option
for

J-bo-

mm,
A

ard.

J-bo-

J-bo- ard

'

'

members.

ard

Currently the accuser is required
to give the accused a statement
outlining what happened. CJR
proposes that the accused should
also be prepared to submit a statement to the accuser.
Both CJR and the Commission
of Inquiry said that it is important
that the College give students the
option of taking the case to the
civil courts andor having it tried
by
One reason given in support of
this policy is that date rape is an
incredibly hard thing to convict
someone of in the civil courts.
Even if the sentence is much lighter, a conviction is more likely
from
than the legal system.
Elizabeth Castelli, a religious
studies professor and the forum
moderator, said that "although the
two groups both agree that the
College should hear highly sensitive cases, I have heard several individuals express disagreement."
J-bo-

i

ard

Mto Pepper

Elizabeth Castelli (center), a professor of religious studies, moderates at the forums held
last week held to discuss proposed changes to the judicial process. Also pictured are
members of the Judicial Board Commission of Inquiry and the CJR and SGA who
submitted separate proposals, to Campus Council.
The hypothetical situation was
raised that if a student is convicted
by
and then found innocent
in a civil court, is the College
bound to reverse its decision? In
J-bo-

ard

"Hedda G abler " opens Thursday
ELISEJ.BONZA

1

n

theatre department. Assistant direc-

'

w

r

tor Doug Kiley says, "Practices are
going real well. Annetta is pretty
much a perfectionist the interpretations are being examined."
The lead role of Hedda Gabler
will be performed by junior Katy
O'Grady. O'Grady has been seen in
last year's performance of "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to
'
the Forum" and the I.S. production
v
of "Talking With," where O'Grady
played two separate characters.
First- - year Eric Pfeffinger donns
spectacles and a beard for his portrayal of Hedda's husband George
Tessman. Pfeffinger previously
Lisa Walsh
performed in the winter production
opening
their
for
rehearse
Gabler"
"Hedda
of
cast
The
of "Betrayal." Kim Douglass, also
which
production,
6.
The
April
on
performance
night
8
April
from
runs
Hedda,
as
O'Grady
Katy
see Gabler: page 8
junior
stars
.

6--

and April

14-1- 5

at Freedlander Theatre.

meetings. Anyone who would
like to be a part of this discussion
is welcome to come to Council
meetings which are held at 1 1a.m.
on Thursdays in Kauke 204.

NY Times from page 5 Concert from page 5

News and Feature Editor
The College of Wooster's theatre
production of "Hedda Gabler"
opens Thurs. April 6 and runs
from April 6--8 and April 14 and
1 5 at Freedlander Theatre.
Henrik Ibsen's play is being directed by Annetta Jefferson of the

this case, is it possible for the
College to get sued.
Council will be discussing the
CJR and Committee of Inquiry
proposals during its next two

her article into the phone room at
the Times.
Hanna believes that Pearsall did
a "marvellous job" and that it is
"remarkable how little they edited
her work."
Matt Dilyard, campus photographer for News Services, had a
picture of the I.S. parade printed
along with the article. Dilyard
said that Hanna asked him to submit pictures but he assumed that
nothing would come of them. It
was a "shocker" for him when the
Times printed his picture three
columns wide. The photo featured
Sally Robson being carried on a

diversity and talent, including students studying in such fields as
Chemistry, Biology, History, Philosophy, Computer Science, Classical Studies, as well as Music, to
name a few.
It is both an honor and a commitment to be a member of the
Wooster Chorus. Students spend
numerous hours practicing during
the year and go on a national tour
over Spring Break. According to
Russell, the Chorus provides
something very special for its audiences: "In American society, a
choir which commits itself to
choral art music is a rarer and rarer

"throne."

breed."

Dilyard believes that although
Wooster has had articles in the
Times before, this is the first time
there has ever been a picture accompanying an article.
Pearsall is an English major
from Parma Heights, Ohio. After
graduation, she plans to go into
some type of journalism. Hanna
said that having had her first submission to the Times published is
a wonderful opportunity for her to
do future work for them.

marks the eleventh year which
Russell has directed. Upon completion of his undergraduate work
at the Oberlin Conservatory, Russell earned graduate honors at Boston University. His areas of specialty are choral conducting and the
organ. Russell has also been a Visiting Associate Fellow at Cambridge University in England. He
has been a member of the faculty
at Wooster since 1974.

The 1989 Wooster ' Chorus
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Svmnhonic Band

Housing decisions made for programs
Environmental Program

American Red Cross will live

received Myers House. Contact
persons are Liz DoBiesz and Lisa
Dameron. This program promotes
an efficient recycling program
through education, campus programs, distributing and collection
of containers on a weekly basis.

in Richardson House

This program plans to assist in
publicity and orthe
ganizing of Red Cross blood drives .
in Wooster. It will provide First
Aid and CPR training for program
members and remain on call for
Every Woman's House,
disaster assistance in the Wooster
will live in Hart House, has
which
area. Jeff Deberko is the contact
Luboski as its contact perJennifer
person.
assist instaffing
Volunteers
son.
Culbertson House will house an
Admissions Program. The the office and other clerical duties
as needed as well as working with
contact persons will be Kirk Neu-reitshelter residents.
and David Lake. The memHabitat for Humanity rebers of the program provide overnight housing for prospective male ceived Monyer House. The contact
students. In addition, they assist person will be Chris Alghini. An
the Admissions efforts by giving ecuminical Christian housing ministry, this program has as its obtours, helping with special Admisthe elimination of poverty
jective
sion weekends, etc.
g
from the world and from
housing
Brother-BiproBig
Sister
community.
the
gram will be in Lewis House with
Johnson House will hold HeriCraig Dennison serving as contact
person. This organization works tage House; the contact person
is Misty Ede. This program hopes
Siswith the local Big Brother-Bi- g
to promote understanding and comter Agency. They plan monthly acholiday munication among African and
tivities such as cook-out- s,
women. It will
parties, movies, and bowling. American-Africa- n
They also work to establish close provide a supportive environment
students at the Col- relationships between program for first-ye."
members and little" brothers and ,
Hunger Hbuse will be ih Hid-- ,
sisters who are referred by hc,
er Apartments. The contact peragency.
Boy's Village, which has sons will be Kathi Lechman and
Evelyn Pyfring and Jennifer Morse Alissa Kulow. They plan to work
as contact persons, received Scot in conjuntion with the Meals ToCottage. They tutor and provide gether soup kitchen founded by the
social interaction with residents of United Methodist Church of
Wooster. They will also do volunBoy's Village.
teer service in the Soup Kitchen,
VoCollege of Wooster
in fund raisers.
participate
lunteer Program for the
on-camp-

us

er

ar

"

through discussions,
newspaper articles.

Teen

Veterans of Hilltop Villa,
which will live in Bontrager
House, has as its contact persons
Scott Palmer and Andy Peters.
This program recognizes social
needs of men who are handicapped
as a result of military service, and
works to keep them mentally and
physically active. It provides recreational activities at the Villa, at
the House and at athletic events. It
hopes to develop close interpersonal relationships.

Wright House will house
Wayne Holmes Attention
Center. Its contact persons are
May Puterbaugh and John Puster.
tutoring
They provide
help, recreational activities and
regular weekly visitation for individuals detained inf the' Attention
one-to-o-

Handicapped

of

Wayne County received Westminster House. Their contact persons are Jeanine Dryenkar and
Louise Dierks. Student volunteers
assist in the implementation of
various programs offered through
the Ida Sue School and the Nick
Amster Sheltered Workshop. In addition they tutor students with special needs and provide assistance to
teachers and staff persons as needed.

Hesson House will house the

Compassion Program.

Con-

tact persons are Christy Marby and
Adrienne Deuel. Students visit and
assist elderly, housebound persons
in the Wooster Community. Student voluteers visit two elderly clients each week.
Dine program will once again
live in Kiefer House. Contact persons are Germain e Temple and
Tyra Grier. The program members
are committed to improving interracial relations, and to relating to
the problems faced by women of
all races.

Indian River School for

Boys, in Gable House, has as its
contact persons Brenna Blanchard
and Anni Braverman. It provides
basis
tutoring help on a
recreaand
conversation
as well as
tional activities on a regular weekly basis with the residents of the
maximum security correctional institution located at Indian River.
one-to-o-

ne

ne

-

Center:0

Wooster

Community

Youth Center will live in

ss

ers, and drummers.
During spring break the Wooster
Symphonic Band visited eight cities in eight days on their 1989
Spring Tour. These cities included

Orchard Lake, MI; Arlington
Heights and Chicago, IL; Racine,
WI; Saint Paul and Hopkins, MN;
Cedar Rapids IA, and Kirdwood,
MO.

The Scot Symphonic Band is
under the direction of Nancy E.
Dinner. The Scot Band played

mu-

sic by John Phillips Sousa, Percy
Grainger, W. Francis McBeth, and
others including folk music from

205 W.

According to Ditmer, "This was
one of the best tours I can reniem-- ,
ber. The band played exceptional- ly well, the organization and exe-- .
cution of the events went very
well and the crowds were very
warm and receptive."

Ditmer pointed out that the
event on March 9 with Macalastcr
College was one of the most rewarding events of the tour. This
event gave the members of the
Scot Band an opportunity to interT
see
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House. Contact persons are
Andy Turner and Timn Hillhouse.

They plan to tutor Wooster High
School students and work with
youths at the YMCA youth center.

Hider House will house Youth
Ending Hunger. The contact
person in Tashiek Alston. The
program plans to create awareness,
locally, of the magnitude of the
hunger problem in the world. It
will attempt to educate, organize
and lobby for effective solutions to
chronic hunger.

Dream House interracial program, which will live in Shearer
A Modest Proposal received House, has Francis Miller and JeYost House. The contact person is rome Bias as its contact persons.
Paul Bosky. The program will This program hopes to promote
transfer excess food from the Col- cultural understanding in local elelege dining facilities to People to mentary schools and on campus
through regular visitation and proPeople Ministries.
Pioneer Program in Slater gramming.
International Fine Arts in
House has as its contact person
Megan Traphagan. It will work to Miller Manor has Heather Crocker
increase knowledge of social ser- and Trond Peersen as its contact
vices available in Wayne County. persons. It will promote the imIt will also assist with the United portance of the Fine Arts by planning events and organizing trips to
Way.
reCleveland and the Wayne Center
House
Women's Issues
for the Arts. In addition, the prois
It's
contact
ceived Troyer House.
hopes to cultivate interracial
gram
Jamie Sloan. The Issues House is
awareness on this
intercultural
proand
a coed program working to
campus..
and an
mote
appreciation of women's issues
gender-consciousne-

Scotland which featured performances by the Scot pipers, danc-

JON DURISHIN
Staff Writer

regular

which received Bryan House, has
as its contact persons Paige Cru-ze- n
and Jessica Young. This program provides support and information on good parenting to teenage parents in Wayne County.
Volunteers trained to serve as resource persons.

.

Mentally

Spenfls break on tour

Companion,

Mom
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THE MEN OF DREAM HOUSE

We, the men of Dream House:
Alarmed by the increasing racial
tension on campus over the past
week;

Disturbed by the lack of leadership demonstrated by the College
administration in the incident of
February 19, 1989 involving an
employee of the College;
Distressed by the secrecy and uncooperative attitude shown by this
administration in responding to
our requests for information about
minority enrollment and faculty
Fully aware that this lack of
leadership has caused a crisis of
confidence in this administration
which cannot be quickly healed;
Further alarmed by the racist letter received by Melford Ferguson
on Monday, March 27, 1989
which contained an explicit threat
on his life;

Questioning this administration's commitment to black students as shown by recruitment and
retention rates, and the record of
black faculty retention and tenure
percentages;
Stand firm, as the Men of Dream
House, in opposition to these racist incidents and fully support the

changes given to President Henry
Copeland on March 27, 1989 including:

The establishment of an Office of Minority and Women's Affor
fairs lead by a
Minority and Women's Affairs;
with three newly created positions
within this office: a Director of
Black Student Affairs, a Director
of International Student Affairs,
and a Director of Women's Student
1.

Vice-Preside-

nt

2. An increase in enrollment

of

black students to a target of ten
percent reflecting the population of
blacks nationwide;
3. A study of ways to increase

black professors who would occupy tenure-trac-k
positions;
4. A cultural studies requirement
for all students to take in their first
year which would count toward
fulfillment of the current distribution requirements;
5. A total divestment of all College-owned
stocks, including gifts,
from companies which continue to
do business in South Africa.
These changes outlined above
will demonstrate a concrete commitment on the part of the College
administration of its concern for
minorities at Wooster. If strong
and decisive leadership is critical in
promoting a favorable campus atmosphere, this leadership can only
come from the top. Students
stranded without such leadership
will be forced to take action to see
that it happens. If we do not see
strong response to these incidents
followed by action, we, as students, will be forced to provide
this forceful and united response to
ensure that changes are made.

ar

2S, or men and women, or straights and
br International Students and Americans,
k with each other. We need to find out
it; we need to act on them; we need to

.-- -.-
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and danger.
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Considering the potential implicar.:'
tions of these incidents, and moreo22: C. '
c:
Ttrc '
t:rt3C:;-':- y
ver, Joe Kennedy's assertion of
T.z:"-'t,
cu.--- :r cf tzzzl:, cIL-JL-r:
"administrative apathy," one conclu1:
Qjdizt is Clzczzz :iblL-;-.- :
sion is apparent. This conclusion is
that, regardless of who is to blame,
who is wrong, who is faulty, and
z
23: SzzZzzx Jc:
r.
::l i
Ccpc-hr.- i
who is racist, communication is the
and TU V.'ccc::r
cf SGAt elso
one solution, to help correct racism,
Iz'zzti
Voice
"T ta C--s s'.izzCizi
(All
in.
three
leners
'c
and all of the other isms and more
peered t.z". .z: r r;; 2).
broadly, general campus problems.
zzzt-i- z:
riusqutc irfcsms tzr : o
"
We don't know enough about rasecurity ciiicersTtsizzzzoa.
cism, or for that matter, about any
27:,;; Melford Ffersssm receives ri tr.zzyr.oz3, fcriJ-wriunets i
his ca-rother form of oppression, including
nail tcx. Tta nea r, is
be lyncli'
and seat back to
v. !. :
homophobia, heterosexism, sexism,
fra e'er j."
ageism, etc. We can never "know
2S: ;At rrxzzzizly l(h20 fin. :al
f -- i3 szitztisvzTZz'
enough." We need to talk about it;
oathecedefcrprit betwecaCs
.periLtj ictzzi Cx
we need to work on it; we need to
tenris courts when zzz b grzllz ! f :j t
c:!:
man said, "Why don't yea zl'z
learn about it. These are all forms
Czzz7: Uai'
talL'WiA aa
I; :i V.3 Izzs v.zzs cr
of communication
wiih short tm-a-UiS- :
We, as students and members of
w i:rs:-l- i
bLxkpc!!ovcr'i:c!:etu-Lh.atr.W
the administration, do not know
enough about each other. The delays
z rzzzt tzczzt eve
29:
rzzrzzds to C:
v.:
in the process of determining the security officer's innocence or guilt in
volved the fact that none of the four principals of the case were on
ground to find the answers
campus once the report was finally filed. On the other side of the
ine proDiems.
coin, the administration last semester was aware of the extent of unPresident Henry Copeland
rest about the judicial system on campus and its workings before stupjn. on Saturday to begin
dents came forward to SGA, and eventually, the Voice. Like our
' one who would like to mee
knowledge about oppression, I suggest that we, as faculty, administradirection, but this is only
tion and students, can never know enough about each other. We as
make together.
three entities need to be one entity, working toward making the College a better environment in which to live and learn ALL THE TIME,
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE,
not just when some "big event" occurs.
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that the performance was valuable
because it gave her and the other
members a chance to perform under the pressure of constant travel
and different settings. Other members echoed her sentiments.
"It was fun," stated Eric Parks,
"but hectic and tiring. We had a
different concert in a different city
every night." Parks also said he
enjoyed the tour except for a day of
sickness in Boston,
Many of the members were
stricken with mild colds and one
contracted chicken pox.
Being on the road, though, and
having to deal with adversity, was
actually advantageous to the singers. "It gives them a feel of what

Chorus Tour:

We, not as blacks and wj
gays, or Christians and Jew
but we as people, need to
the facts that we can
findj
work together.

--

--

fc-ir-

Francis Miller
David Moretti
Mike Sauer
Mike Stanfar '
Tom Webster

see

In slightly over a month a number of incidents and reactions to those
incidents have rocked the foundations of Wooster's campus. In the
past several weeks, countless articles have run in newspapers across
Ohio and letters from angry students have been in the Voice. The
amount of material is tremendous and a brief summary of the incidents
appears at right. This summary is
by no means complete. It does not
include the hundreds of conversations
that have been travelling around
campus concerning these incidents;
J i
it does not include discussions between faculty, administration and
students that have occurred in re..
t A . ,.. .'
sponse to some of these incidents;
"
tXJ A ...
and finally, it does not reflect the
i
;..
concern that many students feel
t3' ;
about a situation that seems to be
escalating in intensity, confusion
19: r

jEicbuniIlj

Chorus goes on tour
over Spring Break
While many College of Wooster
students headed for the surf and
sand of southern coastlines or the
warmth of home over spring
break, the Wooster Chorus journeyed to the northeast for a twelve
day concert tour.
The tour began in Pittsburgh and
finished in Rochester, New York,
after stops in Philadelphia, Delaware, New Jersey, New York City,
Connecticut, and Boston.
The lour, according to chorus
members, went very well.
"It was fabulous," said Denise
chorus tour
Kondik, a first-yeparticipant. "I thought we performed very well." Kondik said

e of racism

jt

Jerome Bias
Steve Boardman
DaVenche Burks
Rowland Brucken
Mark Goodman
Mark Hendrickson

Affairs;

DAVEROYSE
Staff Writer

Commentary;

Working together: Cooperation in the fa

page 12

Gabler from page

6-

if

Scot Band from page 7

-

a first-yestudent, makes her debut as Hedda's maid Berta. Aunt
Juliana is played by sophomore
Liz Gilbert, who has performed
scenes with the Directing I class.
Katy Luce plays Mrs. Elvsted
and senior Peter Hanlon debuts as
Mrs. Elvsted's romantic interest,
Eilert Lovborg. Luce is a junior
who was seen in last year's production of "Talking With" along with
a part in the Wooster City production of "Dracula." "Hedda Gabler"
is Hanlon's first play. He took
Acting I with Jefferson. The
ar

T.i.

TZ

shrewd and shady character of
Judge Brack is portrayed by junior
Rob Clingan, who worked with
Pfeffinger in "Betrayal" earlier this
year.

"With Ibsen," says Kiley, who
played the humorous hick in The
Foreigner", "each character has a
different relationship to each person on stage. That's the best
thing about it. Hedda's world is
closing in on her. She's torn between the strictest of social standards and a world where she can be
free and on her own."

act with members of the Macalast-e- r
Band. Macal aster College is
one of the few colleges, like
Wooster, that has Bagpipers and
Scottish dancers as part of their
music program.
Macalaster College and The
College of Wooster bands played a
joint performance. According to
Ditmer, "This was a very special

experience for our respective
bands. It allowed for students involved in similar programs to
share a common experience."

.

Cthe

Wc have been communicating;
we have been acting and reacting.
This is the kind of bounce around
that puts everybody on their toes,
wakes up people, gets people
moving. This is the kind of
thing that needs to happen. However, in order for us to communicate with the intent to make
change on mis campus, and in the
world at large, we need to stop being offensive and defensive. The
time has come for us to sit down
and work together to begin to
solve some of the problems on
this campus.
We as students need to have
faith in the administration's ability to change to meet the needs of
the campus community. We need
to have faith in this administration's desire to work with us, as
students, in finding solutions to
the problems that have been raised
in the past month, and in past
years involving racism, sexism,
and campus safety.
"Revelations" tells us that
there is a time for war and a rime
for peace. I propose that this is
the time for neither. Some of us
have been at each other's throats
long enough. At the same time,
'
others have been peacefully bliss
far too long. Now is not the time
for war or for peace; now is the
time for action. Now is the time
for us, as students, faculty and administration, to work on common
questions, to find the solutions to

will be in Lowry 119 from 10 a.m. to 2
communication, "to speak with any- with him." This is a step in the right
he step in a long journey that we must
tiis

Editor

THE WOOSTERj

Commentary:

Student stars on
AM Cleveland
I

PAULINE ACH
Staff Writer

I don't know about you, but
7:30 in the morning is not one of
my favorite times. It is usually
rather unpleasant and even more
unpleasant when you are trying to
look good. However on this Wednesday morning, I was in this situation and I let my mom and my
sister fuss over my hair and

You see, I was going to be on
"Am Cleveland." They wanted to
interview me because part of the
movie "Rainman" was filmed at
my house.
We got to the studio at about
8:30 and the woman in charge
asked my mom and my sister,
Lela, if they would like to be on
with me. After groaning that they
see Ach: page 12
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Lisa Walsh'

Coo completed this piece titled "The
Reflections Design HI" as part of his Independent Study.
His work will be displayed in Frick until the end of today.

Senior James

Students for Peace through Action
MOLLY HUBER

Racial Incidents on the
College of Wooster Campus
It is well known on this campus
that SP.A. tends to focus on international issues, especially those

of Central America and South

Af-

rica. However, the racial incident
which occured on campus February
19 is something we cannot keep
silent about.
Racially motivated harrassment
takes place on this campus more
than all of us would like to admit
Instead of denying that racial incidents happen at the College of
Wooster, we should instead report

in the campus newspaper every racially motivated attack and hold required campus seminars on the
subject of racism to explain why
these incidents occur in the first
place and what we can do about
them.
Until this happens, all of us
need to examine our views about
people who may be different than
ourselves and to think about our
actions.

Quest for Peace: School
Supplies for Nicaragua
Hey, all you folks out there who

are putting new and used school
supplies in the S.P.A. Quest for
Peace boxes, keep doing it!! To
date we have collected enough to
send one box of school supplies to
the children of Nicaragua, yet we
would ideally like to send five
boxes. In order for this to happen
we are asking all students on this
campus to clean their desks between now and Monday, April 16,
and drop all their extra supplies
into the Quest for Peace boxes
which are located in the lobbies of
see SPA: page 11
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ing. It clouds judgement, distorts
reality, and blows problems out cf
proportion. And, the ultimate ex- -;
pression of fanaticism is violence.
There is too much violence in the
world already, thank you very

Letters from page 2
(

pus and any incidents' of racism
will be promptly investigated.''
Sincerely,
Rowly Brucken

much.

Lastly, do not call a book yea
have never read "an idiotic piece f
literature.1' It weakens your argument Over Spring Break I read
The Satanic Verses . I found it tm
be the product of a rather poor
writer. If no attention was drawn
to it it would have gone the way
of the dodo. However, controversy
and sensationalism sell books ana
Rushdie's thing is on the New
York Times Bestseller List along
with such literary "masters" such
as Sidney Sheldon and Danielle

Sherdil letter:

Dixon responds
To the Editor and Mr. Sherdil:
The Salman Rushdie controversy
has successfully enraged the entire
world. Fanatic Muslims are upset
over the sacrilegious tones of The
Satanic Verses , and rightly so.
Every Muslim has the unalienable
right to be angry at Rushdie. No
Muslim, and no person at all, has
the right to call for Rushdie's
death. It is inconceivable that such
an absurd request would be made in
the late twentieth century.
I consider myself to be a writer,
and this censorship is inexcusable.
Equally inexcusable is the Ayatol-la- h
trying to exert his influence on
tffts Western nations. Do not be
misled, the Ayatollah's death
threat was a purely political move
and not motivated by religion at
all. He is trying to hold on to his
leadership position, and the only
way he can do that is to direct the
anger of his people elsewhere.
Mr. Sherdil, I commend your
stand on the death threat. It is
wrong. As Voltaire once said,
"Sir, I may disagree with what you
have to say but I shall defend to
the death your right to say it." I
think those are the appropriate
words to end the debate over the

Steele.
I call for an end to this silliness.
This is 1989. not 1389. This travesty is comparable with the Cath-

.

Scott R Dixon

Yard lecture:
WRC'ers respond
Dear Editor
'

death threat.

However, Mr. Sherdil, I wish to
draw to your attention some aspects of your letter which upset
me. First was your implications
that Christians have no respect for
Jesus Christ No, you did not say
so explicitly, but your wording
gave me that impression. I take
great offense at that remark. Christians do respect Christ We challenge our faith constantly and introduce new ways of looking at the
basis of our religion. This does
not weaken our respect or faith but
rather the opposite. By making the
religion true to ourselves, we care
for it more deeply.
is the key to many Christians in
the present century.
Second, there is a great deal of
difference between banning and
condemning the book as in Egypt
and Pakistan and so on, and calling
for Rushdie's head. As I said before, there is no excuse for the Ayatollah's decree and just because
one billion Muslims commit a
crime,- it is still a crime. Fanati- cism should be avoided in anyth- -

The organizers of Women's
Week 1989 would like to sute
publicly that we recognize that the
women's liberation movement, despite claims to the contrary, has
been racist Some of Molly Yard's
statements at Tuesday's Leadership
Seminar are a not so gentle reminder of the many steps we have yet
to take. Further, we recognize that
there has not been much inclusion
of diversity (in race as well as
class, sexual orientation, and physical ability) in the events of Women's Week 1989. Certain efforts
were made this year to see that
Women's Week 1989 include a
more diverse array of women and
women's needs; and because we
were unsuccessful, we recognize
the need to
our approaches and attitudes and see
where we have been inadequate.
We write now only to state our
recognition of this fact and to
pledge a concrete commitment to
effecting change in the future.
re-exam- ine

Self-discove- ry

-

olic purges of "heretics." I would
hope that humans have outgrown
such childishness and are open to
new ideas and not scared of them.
Christians also were this foolish
over "The Last Temptation of
Christ" If an idea offends you. do
not pluck it out but fight it with
anotha idea.

1

Dream House Column
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Sincerely,
Karen Gillies
,
1

;

HoUyHadden

Maggie Redic
Women's Resource Center

:

Women's lacrosse drops
close one to Kenyon

Men's lax rebounds for two victories
against Lake Forest and Marietta

itself down
Kenyon came
up with a loose ball and went in
to a stall. Jessica Skolnikoff
committed a foul with 12 seconds
remaining, to stop the clock and
goalie Julia Causey stopped a

DAVE ROYSE
Staff Writer

12-1- 1.

After being outscored 9 to 4 in
the first half, the women's lacrosse
team made a valiant effort in the
second half and fell just short in a
barn burner at Kenyon on Wednes-

;

free-positi-

shot.

on

Wooster

failed to get the ball up the field
in the waning seconds, however,
day.
victory slipped out of reach.
and
before
began
just
The comeback
was led by Lilly
Wooster
as
Wooster
the intermission,
Kuri's 5 goals. Nancy Heard also
scored 3 goals in the last 3 mincontributed 4 goals. Wooster
utes of the half.
condrops to 2 on the season and
After the break, the Scots
will face Denison tomorrow and
tinued to outplay the Ladies,
them
With just over Ohio Wesleyan on Wednesday.
a minute to play the team found
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Scots win streak extends to six

,

' ("t I

ETHAN GORSUCH
Sports Writer

V-

-

7

In a series sweep that featured as
many offensive highlights as
pitching gems that most teams
"hope for in onesseastheFjh-inScots basebalf team trounced
Case Western Reserve Unversity
this past weekend to open this season's NCAC play. Wooster
Case 37-- 8 in the series and
came away sporting a 0 NCAC
record, 13--1 overall.
Sophomore Jason Weiner started
the first game, a 2 victory, and
improved his record to a team best
The first shutout of the season can now be credited to junior
John Jordan who improved his season record to 0 with the 6-- 0 win
and the Scots only second complete game victory of the season.
First-yeAndy Lott, coming off
of the 2 win over Marian, was
supplied with ample offense again
as he pitched the Scots to a 1
victory. Senior Rich Danch was
the starter in the finale as the
Scots exploded for 14 runs and
went on to win 14-- In his second
relief appearence, sophomore Mark
Bricker fanned 7 batters in the final
3 stanzas.
Along with all of this fine pitching came some excellent offense as
well. Junior shortstop Eric Ott put
on a clinic hitting 3 homers, including a grand slam, and clubbed
a double and a triple to lead the
way for the Scots. Sophmore second baseman Matt Sherrieb and
junior first baseman Matt Heistand
had 2 homers each in the series.
Senior rightfielder Brent Bizyak
added 6 hits.
g

out-scor- ed

4--

"Lisa Wsh

. i.
i,
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to
r the men's lacrosse team
"" cinva- nanrfnn hplnrrl
victory over Lake Forest this past Friday. The 7 win boosted the Scots' record to

--

mut

-

-

2-- 3.

9--

The Scots take on the Notre Dame Fighting Irish Saturday afternoon.

9--

4-- 0.

ow and Chris Scarlata, the final a row and third of the year.
Individually, senior Konrad Ges-ntally ended at 7 in favor of
moved into the team's leading
Wooster, lifting their season record
point man by scoring 2 goals and
The College of Woosters men's to
On Wednesday, the Fighting dishing out 6 assists to raise his
lacrosse team added two impressive
victories to their season total this Scots defeated a much weaker team season totals to 8 and 12, respecpast week with big wins against from Marietta College by a score tively. Following closely behind
Lake Forest College and Marietta.
of 16-- 8 on a day highlighted by is sophomore Steve Davidow who
against
cold temperatures, pouring rain, scored 4 goals and collected 2 asLast Friday's contest
yet
fought,
and muddy conditions. The Scot's sists to raise his season totals to
Lake Forest was a hard
for
chances looked bleak initially as 12 and 6, respectively, while felnot exactly difficult, victory
the Scots. Although Lake Forest the Pioneers from Marietta scored low sophomore Chip Holcombe
has remained consistent by adding
scored the game's first goal, this two quick goals to open up a 2-- 0
6 goals and 4 assists so far this
would prove to be their only lead lead midway through the first quarthe entire day. The Scot's Chip ter. However, the Scots rebounded season.
In what should prove to be one
Holcombe quietly struck back with behind then powerful front line to
the best lacrosse contests in the
to
of
the
added
when
of
the
end
which
lead
at
regain
the
two goals,
2.
few years, the Scots will take
gave
past
goal
Gallagher's
margin
a
of
by
first quarter
senior Chris
Notre Dame Fighting Irish
on
midway
the
a
on
were
By then, the Scot's
Wooster a 1 lead
roll despite the horrible conditions tomorrow afternoon. This is not
through the first period.
enthuand sustained a significant 4 lead only Wooster's chance to rise
This thrilled the violently
above the .500 mark for the first
at the game's halftime intermissiastic home crowd which was sizable despite the slightly cool and sion. Wooster's relentless pressure time this season, but it is also a
windy weather conditions under seemed to gradually wear down the tremendous opportunity for the
Marietta team and earned them Scots to defeat a Division I school
which the game was played. FolKonrad
senior
their
second consecutive victory in with a solid reputation in lacrosse.
by
lowing goals
DavidSteve
Cesner, sophomores
MATT BYARS
Sports Writer

er

9--

2-- 3.

4--

3--

9--

-

2--

ar

8--

7--
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On Wednesday, Wooster hosted
their first game of the season
against a weaker John Carrol team
and they beat the Blue Streaks 11-First-yeBrad Yocum made
his first start of the season after
: fewo appearenees
in reliefUaad:
pitched and 23 strong innings
before being relieved by Jeff Wol-Jer- .'
Junior Jim Robertson came
on to pitch the final 3 outs, striking out2. ".
V." V"
It may have been, the rowdy fans
in the cheap seats that sparked the
Scots as they entered the bottom
half of the first already down
An RBI double by Bizyak and a
bases loaded walk to senior third
baseman Cary McConnell tied the
game in the first and the go ahead
run came in on a bases loaded double play.
The Blue Streaks tied it in the
fourth, and Wooster again responded scoring 5 runs in their half of
the fourth to take a commanding
3
lead. Wooster would add 2
more runs in the fifth on a Bizyak
RBI single and 1 more run in the
sixth on a Tom Flynn RBI single.
John Carroll would score one more
unearned run to complete the scoring.
The win streak now stands at
six. With these games under their
belts, the team ERA fell to 3.25
and the pitchers have struck out 97
batters in 108 innings pitched. The
teams batting average is an outstanding .342. Coach Tim Petto-ricommented, "We've had a
great start and I'm very impressed
with the way the team has come
alone to this point" The teartt to
next home same is this Saturday
against Grove City.4.

ar

2-- 0.

8--

ni

-
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Women's tennis drops two

Scot golfers "tee
off" for big season
PAUL BELLIS
Staff Writer
.
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The College of Wooster Golf

team placed a very respectable fifth
out of 10 teams at a tournament in

Marietta this past weekend. Leading the way for the Scots was Senior Davis Houck, who carded a
Juniors Dave and Dan
and
finished
at
Sanor
respectively. Finishing
stuout the scoring, were first-yedents Dave Mottice
and
and Scott Miksch
sophomore Paul Wagstaff
Together with a strong
showing on the spring Trip to
Florida, Georgia, and the Caroli-na- s,
the team anticipates many
more successes.
The 1989 Scot Golfers represent a solid mix of experience and
youth. Houck returns having
honors last
earned
year, while Dan "Curtis" Sanor
was a First Team
73-73-1- 46.

78-72-1- 50

77-78-1- 55

ar

(79-76-15-

(78-78-15-

5)

6)

(83-80-16-

3).

All-Ameri- ca

All-Confere-

nce

PAUL JACOBUS
Sports Editor

Last Saturday, the Men's and
Women's Track teams competed
against Youngstown State, Case
Western University, and Carnegie
Mellon. It was a
low-ke- y
meet, a proper recovery
for the heavy competition of Florida and spring break.
Jeff Waugh astonished the other
teams with his pole vault of 15
feet and 2 inches which qualified
him for the national meet. Gary
Dudley placed second, vaulting 12
feet and 6 inches.' In the 800, Rob
Noble went under 2 minutes for
the second time this season, running 1:59 and capturing third
place. Aaron Davies followed
close behind in fourth place and
2:00 flat for a personal record.
Curtis Mann also put in a strong
effort, running 2:04. Scott Micha-le- k
ran both the 800 and 1500.
giving competitive efforts in both
with his times of 2:07 and 4:12,
respectively. In the hurdle events,
Chris Shilts placed third in both
the 400 intermediate and the 110
high hurdles.. Jamie Long ran the
800 for the first time and found it
a little too long for his taste. Ja
non-scorin-

g,

2-- 7.

5--

The College of Wooster's women's
tennis team continued compehonoree. Dave Sanor and Senior
tition
this past week following
Scot Lance complete the list of retrip to Florida and extheir
annual
turning lettermen. Rounding out
rough times as
perienced
some
the team roster are: Mottice,
North Coast
their
dropped
they
Miksch, Wagstaff, and first-yeAthletic Conference' opener to
students Tim Powers, Aaron LuKenyon on March 23 and another
cas, and Steve Remley.
match to Wright
Bob Nye returns for his 23rd
The two losslater.
days
four
State
year as Head Golf Coach. Returnes dwindles the Lady Scot's overall
ing three of his top five players record
to 6 and 0-- 1 in the
from last year's team, which fiNCAC.
nished 16th at the NCAA Division
Despite some very notable perHI Championships, Nye has high
formances on Kenyon's home
hopes and great expectations for
court, the Lady Scots couldn't
this season. Success, however, is
seem to find the winning edge and
nothing new for Nye's Golf fell the Lady Lords by a score of
to
Teams. During Nye's tenure, Scot
Having always been considgolf teams have won 5 conference ered a strong program, Kenyon
titles, made 17 NCAA tournament
used their depth and experience to
appearances, and captured one
oudast the Lady Scots down the
NCAA championship (1975) -stretch.
clearly one of the strongest tradiThe Lady Scots then took on
tions of excellence in Scot sports
Wright State and lost a tough
history.
match by a score of 6 in front of
The Scot Golf Team will host
the home court crowd.
an invitational tournament this
For Wooster, junior Estela Peri-er- a
Saturday at the L.C. Boles Golf
has faced extremely talented
Course.
competition all season long at the
number one singles spot and her
matches this past week were no

3-- 5.

2--

ar

non-conferen- ce

3--

1--

8.

3--

exception.

Men's and women's
track "relax"
SHADE WHITES EL
Sports Writer

Helen Shephard has remained con-her season record to
At the number two single's spot, sistent at the number three spot
it hasn't been easy for senior Julie with a record of 3 and Shannon
Gingery, as well, as she has Day has played well at the number
four spot despite the record of
fought to maintain a record of 6
against very notable competitors.

Although playing

strong, consistent tennis, she compiled two losses therefore setting

Number one singles player Estella Pereira returns a that
in the women's tennis match against Wright Suite.
Despite her strong performance, the Lady Scots suffered a
loss to bring their record to 4 overall.
3--

mie White ran the 400 meter dash
in 52.1 and placed fourth. Right
from page 9
in front of him ran Kevin Hicks
with his time of 51.9 seconds.
Terry Miller ran well in the 100 Douglass, Compton, Babcock and
meter dash, 11.4 seconds and Dave Holden and in the faculty mail
Bower competed in both the 100 room in Kauke.
and 200 meter events. Kevin
Hicks also won the long jump
with his leap of 20 feet and 8 inches and Mark Marando jumped 19
Update on the Kellogg's
inches.
8
feet and
Boycott
For the Women's meet, Tanya
So far, S J.A. has collected 300
Arbogast's strong performance in signatures requesting the removal
the 1500 meter and 800 meter of Kellogg's products from the dinstood out She won the 1500 with ing halls due to the company's involvement in South Africa. We
her fast time of 5:14 minutes.
Eva Dodds raced to a third place need 700 more signatures in order
finish in the 800, running 2:34 in to make this a reality. If you haven't signed a petition, please do
spite of virtual gale gusts of wind.
Louis,
Sue
so as soon as possible. S.P.A.
Karen Aeberli and
usual,
members will be canvassing the
both running as strong as
placed first and second in the 5000 residence halls this week in order
meter event with their times of to make it easier for you to sign
one.
20:06 and 20:27 respectively.
Kristy Bender placed second in the
3000 and Beth Toole finished
Third
S.P.A.'s
fourth. Jenny Johnson ran the 400
World Dance
intermediate hurdles" for the first
Friday, April 7, is the night to
time this season, placing third and
76
promising
boogie
down at Ichabod's to the
a
with
ending up
ran
also
Major
tunes of the Third World with the
second time. Jane
400.
infamous DJ's, Njuru Nganga and
well, placing fourth in the
John Martin.

SPA

STAGE
2nd
Dinner and Theatre

April 6,7,8,
14,15, 21 & 22
At the Best Western

Gateway Inn

.

Bi-Ann-

Reservations only:

262-630- 9

ual

WAYNE COUNTY PERFORMING ARTS COUNCIL
BOX 48S

WOOSTER OHIO 44691
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as a head coach.

So The Way
I See It
C.J. MITCHELL

the final four
This weekend will be the beginning of the largest sports spectacle. The Oscars of Sports, the Final Four.
After two weeks of exciting upsets, last minute wins and excellent, toughly contested battles, the
field of 64 has been trimmed to
just 4.
The tournament itself was quite
eventful. There were 13 upset winners in the first round alone. Sienna dropped Stanford. That doesn't
happen everyday. The most
game of the first round had
to be the Geogetown-Princeto- n
game, which some anayalsts are
saying is the greatest tournament
game ever played. Georgetown
came away with the victory by
only one point, but later lost to
Duke in the Regional final.
Regular season play and the all
of the preliminary rounds mean
nothing now. The National champion will one of four teams. It's
that simple.
The only difficult part is deciding who it will be. IIHnios, Michigan, Duke or Seton Hall. Each
team has a story.
Do you go for the Underdog, Seton Hall? Four seasons ago this
team had just one victory in the
Big East. This team of
and a coach that looks like a high
school science teacher is carried by
two Olympians, Gaze, a dead shot
from Australia and Ramos, the
starting center from Puerto Ricos
nation team.
Seton Hall?... Yea... They have
a chance, but I wouldn't bet on
them.
What about Duke? They have
been to the Final four three of the
past four years, but have yet to
spec-tactul- ar

no-nam-

JB

es

looked terrible they agreed to do it
We stood in the back and waited
while they warmed up the audience. "Ok pretend that the host is
coming on, everyone clap."
We were informed that we would
go on first and were ushered into
the studio and given microphones.
They showed a clip of the movie
take it all. Danny Ferry, arguably
Illinios-Michiga- n
introduced us. As usual, it
and
the
of
winner
the
the best college player in the land
all.
win
was
will
time
for a commercial break.
it
game
(but isn't), is in his senior year and
commercial, we talked
After
the
Period.
would like to go out with NCAA
and
the
host
and the audience asked
Championship, also known as the
questions.
us
It was somewhat
Danny Manning syndome.
nerve racking to be on TV but the
Plus Duke beat
most nerve racking thing was to
impressive
look at the monitor and see your
- but so did Seton Hall. So Duke
Up and coming poet Charlie own face. It was something you
has a game on their hands and even Smith
will give a poetry
if they beat Seton Hall, they here at the College on reading tried not to do but it was like tryTuesday, ing to avoid looking at a piece of
might not have enough to play April
4,
at
7
1 19.
in
Lowry
pjnu
lint on someone's nose.
with the superior physical speci- Smith
the recent winner of the
is
After ten minutes, it was time
mens of Michigan and Illinios.
19tii annual New Writers Award
for
another commercial and my
Illinios? Humm... What have we
la
poetry
frota
the
Greii
Lakes
chance at stardom on "AM Cleve-- .
got here. Nobody on the team is College
I
Association.
Red
floods,
land" was over.
taller than 6'8"...Humm... Their hi book, was published
by
f
EJ
these
But
hairpiece.
a
wears
coach
guys can jump through the ceiling
and all of them can handle the ball
and all of them can shoot from almost anywhere on the floor. Who
do you stop? All of them?... Can't
EARN $4,000 - $10,000 THIS SUMMER IN
be done!
ALASKA
Illinios foward Battle has had the
The Harvard Student Guide to Summer Jobs in Alaska"
best shot of the tournament and
Send S7.95 to
leads the best team into the Final
Crimson Press, 1953 Massachusetts Ave., P.O. Box 558,
Cambridge. MA. 02140
Four. IU has to be your best bet
HamilLowell
Watch Battle and
ton. Kendall Gill will have good
Waitress Wanted
Final Four.
e
waitress. Must be neat and efficient. Colloge student preferred.
Michigan provides the best story
Apply in person at China Royal Chinese Restaurant
205 West Liberty
of the Final Four. They might
7
or call
have the best talent in the world
alwere
they
But
team.
on their
ways pegged as underachievers,
Now hiring Men and Women. Summer and Career Opportunities (WILL
guys that couldn't play as a team.
TRAIN).
Excellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean,
first
their
And two days before
Ext. 656J
Etc. CALL NOW!
game of the tournament, their
TefOTdab1e
'call
coach. Bill Freider takes another
job and is relieved of his duties and
replaced by Steve Fisher.
I
The Wolverines then turn around
and play their best basketball of
the year and cruised past North.
Cz3
Fcr Tfc3
Carolina and Virginia right into
the Final Four. And Fisher is 0
George-town....ooohh....tha-

t's

Smith gives
poetry reading

;
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responsible," added Russell.
"They're a very special group of
people."
The choir's professionalism was
well appreciated. A large contingency from the faculty at the prestigious Eastman School of Music
was in attendance at the final concert in Rochester. The faculty, according to Russell, had nothing
but very high praise for the chorus.
"I thought the audiences made us
feel very welcome," said Greg
Phlegar, another member of the
group. Parks added that the choir
received at least one standing ovation.
The chorus will present the program in Wooster April 2.

Cycling club
announces
weekly meetings
We are glad to announce that the
College of Wooster Cycling Club
will be holding weekly meetings
on Monday's at 6:30 p.m. in Lowry room 119. We enthusiastically
invite all students with cycling interests ranging from touring and
recreational to racing to join us.
We have great rides planned for all
levels of ability. Weekday rides
will meet at 4 p.m. at Babcock
Hall (in the oval driveway). Weekend rides will leave at 1 p.m. from
Babcock Hall. We sincerely urge
anyone interested to attend a Monday evening meeting after dinner,
or join us in one of our daily
rides.
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an artist's life is like," said John
Russell, the choir's director.
Russell was equally pleased with
the group's performances, saying
that they started off at a very high
level and "still managed to continue to improve."
"They were very professional and

PACKAGE

TYPEWRITER SERVICE

2S22

Chorus Tour from page 8

Ach from page 9

This team is saturated with talent with Rice, Mills, Robinson,
Higgins, Vaught and so on. They
are best shooting team in NCAA
history. They can run the court and
play a half court game.
If it sounds like I don't know
who to root for, well, that's exactly how I feel. But I have come to
one conclusion out of all this
mess. That the Big Ten is best
conference for College Hoops and
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Phones

from page

return to campus in the fall. The
headquarters of the new system
will be located in the lower level
of the P.E.C. It is expected that
hall phones and pay phones will
continue to be available in the residence halls, but the specifics on
this remain to be seen.
According to Bill Snoddy, Vice
President for Finance and Business, Wooster is currently looking at a billing program which
would charge per call for local
calls and by the minute for direct
longdistance. Campus calls could
be made free of charge, and a ballpark figure of ten cents per call for
local calls was given. Each student would receive a monthly telephone bill, payable to the phone
company at a location on campus.
After a year of this third party billing, the College may opt to handle
the billing itself.
. Local and long distance service,
as well as a phone mail system,
will be options able to be selected
by students in the fall. Once the
student is connected to the local
and long distance services, he or
she will be assigned a personal access code, which will have to be
dialed in order to place a call.
Consequently, a student would not
be able to make local and long distance calls from another student's
phone, preventing the student from
being billed for calls he or she did
not make. Students will be required to pay an estimated sign-u- p
fee of $15 per semester.
The direct long distance dialing
system will be competitive with
other long distance companies, and
would in many cases be half the
calling card rate.
The phone mail option will
serve as an answering machine, enabling the student to leave and receive messages 'on his or her
phone. The estimated cost of this
service is $7 per month.
Besides offering convenience in
placing and receiving calls, the
system will also require fewer op- - ,
erators than under the current system. The new system would provide phones equipped with a feature called direct inward dialing, allowing all inbound calls to go
to the student's phone.
Mr.Snoddy remarked that an increasing number of prospective
students are asking the admissions
office whether the residence halls
are equipped with phones in the
students' rooms. - It is hoped.,
therefore, that the new system will
be instrumental in attracting students. In addition, Snoddy added
that the current phone system has
drawn a barrage of criticism from
bom students and their parents.
A possible disadvantage to the
system is the capability to place- di-rec- dy

-

Preview to the races...Pick fEm:

1

Jaco and Shiltsy explore upcoming
Major League Baseball season
National League East

Shiltsy's pick:
New York

Boston

The Pirates are better, but may not
be good enough. It is an odd year,
but that won't help the Cardinals,
either. The Phils are vying for the
worst record in baseball (but Ricky
Jordan is going to put up excellent
stats in his first full season). The
Cubs may pretend for a while.
Sutcliffe is proud of himself beagain, but
cause he can slam-dun- k
6-Spike
Even
then again he's
diviExpos
Owen won't make the
sional champs.

New York
Cleveland
Baltimore

National League West

Shiltsy's pick:

American League East

Shiltsy's Pick:

No horse is stronger than the next.
Five maybe six teams have a
chance to win. Baltimore is green,
it; they
but Boston sueks-Tha- t's
suck. On paper, Toronto and Milwaukee are the strongest, but don't
count Sparky and the boys out
And no one, absolutely no one,
will run away with the Eastern
crown. The Yanks ain't comin',
runs
neither. Pitcher wip-las- h
Hey,
lawn.
the
Babe's
on
rampant
he was a boozer, too. Cleveland is
good enough to pretend, but that's
it. Yeah, I know that Boston can
hit the

Detroit

ball-Ame-

Milwaukee

Toronto
Cleveland
New York

Boston
Baltimore

Jaco's Pick:
Detroit
Toronto

rican

Oakland

Minnesota
Seattle
Kansas City
Texas

Chicago
California

Jaco's Pick:
Oakland

Minnesota
Kansas City
Seattle
California
Chicago

Chicago
Montreal
Philadelphia

Jaco's Pick:

Pittsburgh (Upset of the year)
New York

Chicago
St. Louis
Montreal
Philadelphia

San Francisco
Los Angeles
San Diego
Cincinnati

Padres, baby. But, San Francisco
has led the league in injuries for
the last three years. It can't happen again, it just can't As for the
Reds, I don't see how a team can
lose two set-u- p men and win the
division. And Pete, hey Pete
baby. If you did bet on your own
team, I hope you're banned for life
and never make it to the Hall of
Fame. If Joe Jackson has to suffer, men you'd better, too. Can the
Braves beat the Astros, thereby escaping from the celler? That; my
friends, is the race of the year. Oh
my. And what about the Dodgers?
We have a neat four team racc
brewing here.

Shiltsy's Pick:

League West
The Athletics are just too awe
some. Okay, so Jose is out On
paper, they're the strongest any
where and better than last year.
The Twins will close the gap, and
they may usurp the mighty king.
Seattle has nobody, but that's what
they said about the '84 Cubs, Mets
and Padres. Bob Boone is the best
catcher in the game. Texas
changed face, but does that mean
they'll be able to save it? No
longer plagued by Softball numbers on the trousers, Sox fans can
enjoy a classy clan ... and Jack
McDowell is the man.

Pittsburgh
St. Louis

7.

Milwaukee

"

Texas

SI:

Atlanta

Houston

Jaco's pick:
San Diego
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Cincinnati
Houston
Atlanta

MVP

MVP

Shiltsy says Kirby Puckett, Jaco says Don Mattingly.
Cy Young
Shiltsy says Mark Langston. Jaco agrees.

Shiltsy says Will Clark. Jaco likes Tony Gwynn.
Cy Young
Shiltsy says Walt Terrell. Jaco says Ron Darling.

Rookie of the year

Everybody loves Gregg Jefferies. And so does Jaco. Shiltsy says mat
Orel Hersisher will have to work for fifteen wins, and Fernando is in for
a lone season. Rookie Ramon Martinez win save me ixxiger iuc.

Rookie of the year

iThe favorite is Gary Sheffield; Jaco says Ken Griffey Jr.; Shiltsy says
hew Tigers' first baseman Tory Lovullo.

Manager of the Year

Manaeer of the year

laco says Tom Treblehom. Shiltsy says Jim Lefebvre.

American League

play-of-

-

fs

k

For the second straight year, Shiltsy picks a Bay Area series.' But Oak- - land will win this one four straightJaco says that Pittsburgh will be hot,'
but Sparky will clean house in five, taking revenge on the 1909 World
"
'
" '
Series when the Buccos won in seven.

play-off- s

Shiltsy says that San Francisco will upset the Mets in seven.
Pittsburgh takes San Diego in six, quips Jaco. ' ,

'

.

international calls from one's
room. It appears that this will not

Remaining Spring Sports Schedules

be possible, and international calls
will have to be placed from a.
phone in either the hallway of the
residence hall or from a pay phone.
The phones in the students' rooms
will, however, be able to directly

.,

accept incoming international

Men's and WomeVs,Trajcfc;
Outdoor Track (Times TB A)

"

rij

calls,.
.,
v
Y::x Ar H: .:. 3
Bill Snoddy is optimistic that
the system will serve the College's
need for an updated telephone sys. : tX 4 pan. Tct tncrj
tem and that the project would be 1::.:::-- , r ' -- rs cermet
completed on schedule, commenting that "It should be a significant
improvement over what we've
--

:c:.

:-v:-

rtcf:'

had."

Jack
Trader
Jaco goes with
- '
,
., . , niv! r

Jaco savs Pete Rose. Ha! Just kidding.
.
:
Mckeon. Shiltsy says Koger vjaig.

Shiltsy says Oakland over Detroit four games to two.
uaco says Detroit will take Oakland in seven.

National League

4

'1

Away
Apr. Ohio
Away
Apr. 8: ML Union,
Apr. 12: OberiinHiram, Home
Apr. 15; Akron Inv., Away
Apr. 22: Kent State, Away
Apr. 29: Wooster Inv., Home
NCAC Championships
May
1:

U.-Rela- ys,

5-- 6:

atOWU.TBA

f

'

Mar. 31 -- Apr.
Away

'

1:

Muskingum;

V

Parlor InviL, Home
Apr.
Penn State, Away
Apr.
Allegheny, Away S
Apr. 20-228-Ohio Wesleyan, Away
Apr.
May
Ohio Wesleyan, Away
May
NCAA Nationals

-

7-- 8:

14-1- 6:

2:

9:

4--

6:

12-2-

1:
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